The emergence of mobile sensors dramatically improves the availability of mission critical sensors and sensor networks (MC-SSN), enabling it to be utilized in more challenging tasks. However, current researches aimed to target tracking in mobile MC-SSN are very limited. This paper first proposes an adaptive fuzzy tree system (AFS) for target tracking in MC-SSN. To avoid oversimplifying the target mobile pattern, which is unrealistic in real tracking tasks, we introduce the target circle into the model considerations to add a bit of uncertainty about the target position. At each time step of the tracking process, strategy-selection layer will activate the pursuit strategy or the diffusion strategy for the specific situation, which makes the system more intelligent and can be applicable to various scenarios. The pursuit strategy is built by a two-layer fuzzy tree to select and mobilize sensors that have not detected target, while the diffusion strategy uses a fuzzy inference system to balance the density of detected sensors. And all the hyper-parameters are tuned by particle swarm optimization (PSO). We performed a large number of simulations with two target trajectories: line and irregular. The simulation results show that the AFS significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithm. Moreover, it is highly robust to various target motion patterns, making it competent for a variety of real target tracking scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mission critical sensors and sensor networks (MC-SSN) have been applied to lots of important scenarios, such as battlefield, search and rescue [1] , anti-terrorist and environment monitoring [2] , [3] . To support critical missions, MC-SSN need to maintain high reliability and high performance in harsh environments. Target detection and tracking [4] is classical application of MC-SSN, as concluded in [5] , the related researches can be classified into five categories: tree-based [6] , cluster-based [7] , prediction-based [8] , mobicast message-based [9] and hybrid methods [10] . However, most of them set sensors steady, which limits the performance of tracking algorithms. The emergence of mobile sensors enables it to be utilized in even more challenging applications. Compared with static sensors, mobile sensors are more adaptable for some missions in MC-SSN, especially in target tracking. An effective mobility strategy not only improves the performance of target tracking, but also balances energy The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang . consumption so as to extend the lifetime of the entire network. Therefore, mobile MC-SSN has attracted more and more attention of researchers [11] .
According to whether the movement patterns of sensors are independent, the mobile models proposed for MC-SSN can be divided into the individual mobile model and the group mobile model. The former has been studied more fully, and can mainly be subdivided into three categories: Memory-less model [12] , Memory model [13] and Geographic location model [14] . By virtue of the strong ability of the group mobile model on optimizing the task allocation and improving the performance of MC-SSN, recent mobile MC-SSN model studies gradually transform from individual models to group models.
However, most current researches about mobile MC-SSN focus on increasing the coverage [15] , designing efficient routing protocols [16] or optimizing data collection [17] . As for improving the target's accurate detection and real-time tracking, the current researches are very limited. The primary reason for this scarcity is as group mobile model applied in networks, the computational complexity is significantly increased, making application design more challenging, especially in the target tracking field.
Currently, few group collaborative mobile algorithms [18] for target tracking in MC-SSN have been proposed, but there are still some related researches worthy of reference. Centre location-based, direction-based and tree-based algorithms are proposed in [19] to construct the mobile agent paradigm for reducing the communication cost, by moving the processing function between sensors instead of aggregating all the data. Reference [20] presents a novel hierarchical structure routing protocol for the mobile MC-SSN, which performs well in energy efficiency and keeping connectivity for mobile sensors. [21] proposes the GFT model using the genetic fuzzy tree to track target, but it does not take the distance factor into account when selecting the moving sensors. Besides, the total coverage of sensors is larger than its monitoring area in its simulations. For the sparse scenes, the performance of GFT drops dramatically. Moreover, the genetic algorithm (GA) makes the whole model very cumbersome and slow to converge. Compared with individual model, these group models can indeed improve the tracking performance. However, most studies including GFT assume that target motion follows a fixed trajectory and can be well predicted, which is not consistent with most real scenarios. And these studies have strict accuracy requirements for target detection and distance estimation, which may not be practical in real-world applications. Moreover, most previous models regard that sensors in MC-SSN have equal sensing and communication capabilities, which is not fully applicable to the multi-modal MC-SSN [22] nowadays.
Based on all these observations, we first propose an adaptive fuzzy tree system (AFS) for target tracking in mobile MC-SSN. There are two key modules in AFS: one is the tracking algorithm which includes a strategy-selection layer, a pursuit strategy and a diffusion strategy, the other is PSO used to tune all the hyper-parameters offline.
A suitable sensor moving strategy is the footstone of target tracking algorithm. At each time step, strategy-selection layer will activate the appropriate strategy (can be both or none) based on the current situation. The pursuit strategy mobilizes the sensors that have not detected the target to improve the tracking performance, while the diffusion strategy adjusts the detected sensors to keep a balanced sensor density. All the hyper-parameters in the model are tuned by PSO offline to ensure the best tracking performance. Note that we also introduce two optimizations to our system. The first is to represent the target with a dynamic target circle, introducing the uncertainty of the detection into model. The second is that we normalize the member functions of fuzzy inference system to make the fuzzy output more stable.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) A novel collaborative moving system is proposed for mobile MC-SSN to track target. AFS takes realistic tracking scenarios into account and shows great reliability as well as distinguished performance, which exactly meet the crucial demanding of MC-SSN. 2) Pointing at the inevitable gap between detection position and real target position, we propose a dynamic target circle to represent the position of target instead of a prediction point. The target circle improves the expressiveness and robustness of our model without increasing communication and computation burdens. 3) Based on fuzzy inference system, we build a novel framework to track target. The strategy-selection layer enhances model's understanding of the environment and obtains the optimal strategy from a global perspective. The pursuit strategy made up of a two-layer fuzzy tree can effectively make good collaborative tracking solution, and the diffusion strategy ensures that the network always maintains a good balance. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the overall architecture of AFS. Section III describes the various components of AFS in detail. The simulations and analysis are shown in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. THE ARCHITECTURE OF AFS
In this section, we present the architecture of AFS in mobile MC-SSN. As shown in Fig.1 , AFS consists of a strategy-selection layer with two branches, where the pursuit strategy is on the left and the diffusion strategy is on the right. Assume that a total of n sensors {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n } are randomly deployed in the monitoring area, and they can be arbitrary modalities such as radar, visible light and ultra-wideband radar [23] . The other parameters are as follows: real-time remaining battery {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n }, velocity {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, detection radius {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n }. The coordinate of sensor i is (x i , y i ) i = 1, 2, . . . , n. At each time step, the sensors that have detected the target is recorded as {S d }, and the rest are recorded as {S r }.
We provide an informal intuition to explain the AFS in this section so as to illustrate the ideas as clearly as possible, the formal and specific description will be given in the next section.
The strategy-selection layer can be thought as the brain of the AFS, choosing the appropriate strategy (can be both or none) at each time step. When the target moves, or the tracking performance is not good enough, the pursuit strategy will select and mobilize m sensors in {S r } to improve the tracking performance. While the target is almost stationary or the sensors that have detected target are very dense, the diffusion strategy will spread the sensors in {S d } in case of clustering in a small area. This overall process will repeat until the end of the tracking mission.
In the pursuit strategy, a two-layer fuzzy tree will be used to select and mobilize sensors. We use {S d } to calculate the center E t and radius R of the target circle. Based on the state of sensor and distance d i from the target circle, AFS will select the optimal m sensors {S c } from {S r } and design proper moving trajectory to improve the tracking performance.
If target moves slowly or keeps still, constantly mobilizing the sensors in {S c } with the pursuit strategy not only causes energy waste but also aggregates the sensors, then the diffusion strategy is needed to disperse the sensors.
In the modeling of target motion patterns, traditional researches often oversimplify considerations, assuming that the target maintains a uniform and fixed trajectory, or directly assuming that the target can be well predicted. More worse, traditional methods often build tracking algorithms on this premise, and test tracking performance on this simple model, so it is difficult to apply in reality.
We believe that target can change its speed and direction at will. So in the modeling process, there is never a deterministic constraint on target. Two kinds of target motion trajectories are used to test tracking performance: line and irregular. Trajectory is randomly generated for each simulation episode, which can be different in orientation and length. Fig.2 shows two trajectories of target with 40 sensors randomly placed. 
III. THE TARGET TRACKING PROCESS USING AFS
In this section, we will formally derive AFS in detail.
A. THE DYNAMIC TARGET CIRCLE
The current tracking algorithms are mostly based on the simple model and prediction of the target motion pattern, which guide the sensors with a predicted future position of target. They guide all the sensors to move around the predicted position, not only bringing the error accumulation, but also making the fault tolerance very poor. Once the error of target prediction is not negligible, the algorithms will lose the target because all sensors are around a wrong position.
In this paper, we aim to overcome the shortcomings of traditional methods, without increasing the communication and computation burdens. Therefore, we innovatively adopt a new interaction pattern between target and sensors. The dynamic target circle is introduced into our model, combined with the following exploratory tracking method, which not only reduces the accuracy requirements of estimation for target position and velocity, but also keeps high robustness to target's speed and direction changes.
During the tracking process, the status of the sensors is periodically updated, so do {S d } and {S r }. Assuming there are k sensors in {S d } at time t, the center of target circle is calculated as:
Then we should check whether E t is beyond the detection radius of sensors in {S d }. If so, we correct E t toward the direction of the sensor we find, until E t meets the above condition. The radius of the target circle is calculated as:
where d i is the distance between sensor i and the center of target circle E t . The target circle changes as {S d } changes, realizing the dynamic interaction between sensors and target. This is the case with only binary sensors. If there are other information, such as distance or angle, the target circle can be calculated more accurately.
B. THE FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM
Fuzzy inference system is a particularly effective tool for nonlinear complex decision problems, which can provide efficient, robust and adaptable control in the decision-making processes. The fuzzy inference system is made up of four parts: fuzzifier, rule base, inference and defuzzifier. Fuzzifier takes crisp data as inputs, which will be blurred by member functions (MFs) into four fuzzy degrees: low, relatively low, relatively high and high.
As showed in Fig.3 and Fig.4 , the crisp inputs in our system are normalized to (0, 10), and the y values of four curves represent the membership degrees of each fuzzy degree, which can be simply understood as the probabilities of belonging to corresponding degrees.
We apply the Gaussian functions as our MFs, but unlike other studies, we made two improvements. The first one is that we keep one side of high and low MFs at 1, which is in line with the actual meaning. For example, it's obvious that the membership degree of high should not reduce as the input increases. Secondly, we find the sum of membership degrees are different for different inputs, because the MFs of different degrees are considered separately. It will scale the outputs to different levels, bringing non-negligible effects on the outputs. For example, when input equals 5 in Fig.3 , the sum of membership degrees is less than 0.4, but some inputs may get membership degrees bigger than 1, which is prone to obtain higher output. Naturally, we normalize the MFs overall so that the sum of the membership degrees always equals 1, shown in Fig.4 . With normalization, we are able to tune the means and variances of MFs effectively, without worrying about the unexpected impact of input.
After obtaining the respective membership degrees u, the inference calculates the fuzzy output with the rule base. The rules can be represented by the IF-THEN expression, like: IF x 1 is high, x 2 is high and x 3 is high THEN y is high. Every possible combination of inputs degrees requires an IF-THEN rule. Thus the total number of three-input and single-output fuzzy rules with four degrees is: #Rules = 4 * 4 * 4 = 64.
The membership degree of input i in rule l is recorded as u i l . For each rule in rule base, we calculate its firing level:
Finally, the center-of-sets defuzzification is used to convert the fuzzy outputs of all rules to crisp value:
where c l indicates the center position of the fuzzy output in rule l.
C. THE STRATEGY-SELECTION LAYER Different from simple model of target motion pattern, in the actual application scenarios, the move of target can be completely irregular, so it is very important for a good target tracking system to select different strategies for different situations instead of mobilizing the sensors blindly. AFS devotes to making the best tracking strategy for different scenarios, hoping to form a system with good applicability. Most existing single process models, such as GFT, simply select sensors which have not detected target and move them to the estimated location at each time step. As we know, not all scenarios need to move the non-detected sensors. If the target stops in our monitoring area, constantly mobilizing the non-detected sensors will cause sensors to aggregate, and when the target moves again, tracking will be difficult to continue because all the sensors are in one small area.
Simply installing a speed detector on each sensor, and deciding whether to mobilize the non-detected sensors, can indeed alleviate this problem, but at the expense of increasing cost, which imposes strict requirements on the MC-SSN and does not have wide applicability.
Another naive idea is that when the number of detected sensors reaches maxnum, we stop the mobilizing process. This seems to solve the aggregation problem, but if the maxnum sensors have been gathered in a small area, stopping mobilizing the non-detected sensors at this time does not solve the aggregation problem. Another potential problem is that although maxnum can be seen as a hyper-parameter obtained by PSO, it sets the fixed value for the whole tracking process, not the best value for each time step, which obviously does not meet the needs of different scenarios.
In order to build a universal system, we introduce the strategy-selection layer into AFS as the first layer, which is a three-input and one-output fuzzy inference system.
The inputs here are the estimated average target speed of the previous three time steps, the estimated speed of the previous time step, and the number of detected sensors {S d } at this time step.
As shown in Fig.5 , the output is not simply to decide whether AFS should activate the pursuit strategy or the diffusion strategy at this time step, but to guide the strategy specifically. It indicates how aggressive our system should be, including diffusion strategy, pursuit strategy of energy saving, neutrality and high performance.
If it is high performance, the pursuit strategy will take tracking performance as the primary consideration, choosing and mobilizing the non-detected sensors with the most significant performance boost. While it is energy saving, the pursuit strategy effectively conserve its energy as much as possible. In this situation, the importance of distance factor will increase, sensors closer to target have a greater chance of being selected. The neutrality is somewhere between these two. In general, the pursuit strategy mobilizes the non-detected sensors to improve tracking performance, while the diffusion strategy mobilizes the detected sensors in some cases to ensure a good topological relationship of MC-SSN.
D. THE PURSUIT STRATEGY
A two layer fuzzy tree is applied in the pursuit strategy to solve the exponentially sized rule base problem [24] , which is intolerable for complex system. The sensor-selection layer will be activated first, which is responsible for selecting sensors in {S r }. Then the sensor-guidance layer mobilizes the selected sensors {S c }. Fig.6 provides a view of the fuzzy tree structure.
At each time step, after the set {S r } updates, the sensorselection layer runs to score all sensors in {S r }. The inputs here are sensors's remaining battery, velocity, detection radius and the distance form E t , which is calculated parallel. Note that not all inputs have same importance. For example, if a sensor is far from E t , its score may not be high even if other inputs are high. While the sensors close to E t may get a high score even if all the other inputs are not high. The sensors will be selected only when all the inputs are suitable.
The top m highest scored sensors are chosen into the set {S c }, meaning they should move at this time step. Then the angle θ between the sensors in {S c } and the general moving direction of the target estimated by the previous steps will be calculated.
The sensor-guidance layer determines how to track target utilizing sensors in {S c }. The inputs here are the angle θ and the radius of target circle R, which act as uncertainty to affect sensor movement strategy. The positional relationship between sensor and target is very relevant for this process. When both the angle θ and the radius R are low, it is considered the target is moving away from the sensor with little ambiguity. The fuzzy output now will desire the sensor to take a big step forward in order to catch up with the target. Because this layer is completely under the sensor-selection layer and the system is tuned overall, the movement strategy should be exactly the desired action of fuzzy tree system.
The fuzzy output will be converted to a specific moving distance in the range [D min , D max ]. The minimum and maximum moving distance of sensor i are calculated based on sensor's velocity v i , target's estimated speed v e and the distance d i :
Each sensor in {S c } takes its moving distance and the moving direction E t to explore target. Note that we are not predicting target position. In the ''prediction'' approach, to get a precise prediction position of target, the following two conditions must be met: small fitting error to the historical trajectory of target and relatively simple pattern of target movement, which means target must ensure a certain stability. These two premises may be achieved in a simple environment [25] , but it can not be guaranteed in a real application environment. In particular, the movement pattern of target should be free to change at will, even without any regularity. Therefore it is difficult to give a credible target prediction position in the real tracking task. Moreover, when both the target and sensors are moving, the accuracy of detection will decrease further [26] . In this paper, we are trying our best to estimate the current state of target, and use the estimated state to explore the target. Since each sensor in {S c } has a different position and a different movement distance, the positions after movement will not tend to be the same point, but all keep a high probability of detecting target. 
E. THE DIFFUSION STRATEGY
It is intuitive that the target tracking system mobilizes sensors to collaborative tracking when the target appears in our monitoring area. However, continuously mobilizing sensors is not necessary in some scenarios. Without a reasonable suspension mechanism, all the sensors will gather around the target when the target stops in the monitoring area. Not only does it waste energy, but highly aggregated sensors also disable the target tracking system. This is a widely overlooked problem because most current tracking algorithms simply model target movement pattern as uniform linear or regular trajectory without considering realistic complex target trajectories. We use an independent diffusion strategy to solve this problem, rather than doing some simple interventions on the pursuit strategy, which degrades tracking performance simultaneously.
The diffusion strategy only contains a sensor-diffusion layer, which distributes the aggregated sensors. The inputs here, as seen in Fig.7 , are the distance between detected sensors and E t , remaining battery and the output from strategy-selection layer.
The output from strategy-selection layer considers the tracking performance and the degree of sensor aggregation. This is from the perspective of overall situation, the smaller the value, the greater the urgency of diffusion. From the individual sensor, the distance from E t and the remaining battery are considered together to determine the outward moving distance, which can be 0 meaning keeping still. In fact, the sensor-diffusion layer will keep several sensors still to ensure the detection performance, and spread the other sensors to various distances.
Note that the output is converted to a specific value within sensor's detection radius, because the purpose of the sensor-diffusion layer is to balance the density of sensors near the target. The word ''iffusion'' means that the sensors move outward a small distance to achieve the purpose of dispersion and wait for next move.
F. THE OPTIMIZATION PROCESS
Some researches use the GA [27] to tune the hyperparameters, but ''crossover'' and ''mutation'' are not suitable for this problem. Since all parameters are continuous, there are infinitely many solutions. At the same time, in target tracking application, the combination of two groups of hyper-parameters with high scores is not likely leading to improvement. Moreover, it takes a lot of time to converge.
We utilize PSO to learn the rules and tune the MFs, shown in Fig.8 . Compared with GA, the memory of PSO and the interaction between individuals lift the ability of finding global optimal value, and all particles can retain a good understanding of the global optimal value. In PSO, each group of hyper-parameters is regarded as a particle which is ''flown'' through the D-dimensional hyperspace. Assume K particles are initialized to form a swarm, where the particle is expressed as:
The velocity of each particle is initialized as:
The optimal position searched by each particle is called the individual optimal value: P j = p j1 , p j2 , . . . , p jD j = 1, 2, . . . , K
The optimal position searched by the entire particle swarm is called the global optimal value:
After initializing the swarm, the particles must be evaluated. Each particle represents a complete model, and its score is obtained by analog calculation. The individual optimal VOLUME 7, 2019 value P j and the global optimal value G best will be updated according to the scores. Then every particle updates its velocity toward P j and G best :
where w is the inertia factor, r 1 and r 2 is the acceleration, weighted by separate random numbers rand 1 and rand 2 . In the same time, the velocity should be clipped to prevent particles from missing the optimal value because of too large flight step. Then update the swarm:
As the process iterates, the particles are constantly approaching the global optimum under the joint influence of P j and G best . When it reaches the error threshold or maximum iterations, the training process will stop. The finally global optimal value G best obtained from training process will be utilized in the model of target tracking.
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we compare AFS with GFT, which is prominent in current tracking algorithms, from multiple perspectives.We train the two models until convergence, and then evaluate them by averaging various metrics for 2000 further iterations. Two moving trajectories of target are investigated: line where the motion of the target follows a straight trajectory, and irregular where the target moves randomly at direction and speed.
Related simulation parameters are listed in Table1. Sensors are randomly deployed in the 10 * 10 km 2 monitoring area with randomly initialized remaining battery, velocity and detection radius.
A. TARGET LOSS RATE
The first principle of target tracking tasks should be minimizing the loss of target, so we measure the effectiveness of AFS with the target loss rate firstly. Only when the target loss rate is low enough, the target tracking algorithm can really play a role. Note that the target loss rate is expressed by dividing the number of time steps that lose target by the total number of time steps.
In Fig.9 , target moves in line pattern with v = 5m/s, and in Fig.10 , target moves in irregular pattern with v in the range from 0 up to 10m/s. It can be clearly seen from the Fig.9 and Fig.10 that the stationary network (the black dashed line) does not perform well, since the coverage of sensors is low. Compared with the all-stationary-sensors situation, GFT algorithm indeed reduces the target loss rate, but it can only reduce the target loss rate to 0.1 in Fig.9 and 0.05 in Fig.10 when n = 60 and m = 2, which is obviously not good enough for the tasks that require strict reliability, such as military monitoring. While AFS with two moving sensors (the red solid line) can easily reduce the target loss rate to a very low level, shown in the Fig.9 and Fig.10 .
Moreover, AFS uses the strategy-selection layer to obtain optimal solutions for various situations, making it very robust in different situations, so the red lines of Fig.9 and Fig.10 are very similar.
It can be seen that m = 2 has already reduced the loss rate to an acceptable range when the sensors are sparse, which demonstrates the salient ability of AFS to track target.
B. TRACKING ERROR
In this section, we further study the performance of AFS in tracking error, which is normalized by the detection radius of sensors.
As shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12 , GFT with two moving sensors (the blue solid line) is very similar to AFS with one moving sensor (the red dashed line). In Fig.12 , the red dashed line even perform better than the blue solid line when n = 50, 60. And the minimum tracking error of GFT still stays up to 0.3 in line pattern and 0.2 in irregular pattern. Compared with GFT, the significant tracking error reduce indicates the impressive tracking effect of AFS. The red solid line is very stable and always stays below 0.1, except for line pattern with n = 30. The results illustrate a significant performance advantage against GFT, which validate again the useful design of AFS.
It can be inferred from Fig.9 -Fig.12 , setting n = 40 and m = 2 has achieved remarkable tracking performance, and it also demonstrates that the AFS is highly robust to different target moving patterns.
C. THE EFFECT OF DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF MOVING SENSORS
We have seen that the tracking performance continues to improve as the total number of sensors n increases, and more exciting, the increase of m can boost the performance more significantly. In this section we further discuss the effect of m on tracking performance, setting n = 40.
As shown in Fig.13 and Fig.14, both target loss rate and tracking error decrease dramatically along with the increasing of m. It's easy for us to find that target loss rate and tracking error have dropped very close to 0 when m = 2 followed by the stable curve when m continues to grow.
It's very intuitive that the performance of target tracking algorithm will improve along with the increasing of m or n. But the increase of n means that more sensors should be deployed, and the increase of m means more energy consumption. Therefore, in the sparse environment, AFS achieves such a good tracking performance with m = 2, having great practical significance.
D. THE EFFECT OF STRATEGY-SELECTION LAYER
As shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 , The simple AFS (the green line) refers to AFS only with pursuit strategy, which takes the basic idea to track target. Compared with GFT, the simple AFS still obtains distinct improvement, while the AFS tries to make even more sensible judgment at each time step, as we proposed previously.
Not surprisingly, the AFS bring more improvements on the base of simple AFS. More importantly, these improvements emerge under the complex situations where the problem can not be solved by a single strategy. When the situations get worse, performance improvement will be more significant. It reflects the importance of the judgment from the strategy-selection layer under the different situations.
E. THE COMPUTATIONAL COST
The computational cost is measured by the total time needed to finish one complete episode, which is 6000 time steps with n = 40. All calculations and simulations are done in a single computer to equally reflect the magnitude of the calculations. The CPU is i5-6500 3.20GHz.
As is shown in Fig.17 , the computational time basically increases linearly with the increase of n, while the increase of m does not cause a distinct difference in computational time.
Especially noted that AFS has the lowest computational cost among the three algorithms. This reveals that the strategy-selection layer makes a smarter system without inducing additional computing burden, which makes it suitable for scenarios with high latency requirements.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel collaborative moving system AFS for MC-SSN to track target, consisting of strategy-selection layer, pursuit strategy and diffusion strategy. The strategy-selection layer enhances the understanding of the specific situations and activates the optimal strategy at each time step from a global perspective. Moreover, we consider the realistic target motion pattern and adopt the dynamical target circle to represent target instead of a predicted point. Simulation results clearly demonstrate that the AFS greatly improves the tracking performance in various aspects and can keep good performance with m = 2 in sparse conditions. More importantly, AFS is highly robust for various target motion patterns, enabling it to be used in different tasks. Nevertheless, there is one natural limitation about the two-layer fuzzy tree, that the separate layers will hinder the pursuit strategy from finding the best solution in an overall perspective. However, we believe that the strategy-selection layer always maintains a good understanding of the environment and adopts different strategies at each time step which may attack the limitation.
